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The dynamic failure criterion of single-layer spherical lattice shells has been an important research subject. The paper examines
dynamic failures of single-layer spherical lattice shells and proposes the structure dynamic failure criterion based on the kinetic
energy. The failure criterion was demonstrated through the dynamic failure test on a single-layer spherical lattice shell. Then,
simulation analysis was carried out through two cases with material damage taken into account. The proposed failure criterion
can accurately identify failure moments caused either by strength fracture or by stability fracture.

1. Introduction
Single-layer spherical lattice shell is highly favored in practice
for its light weight and graceful appearance by experts and
scholars. The recent high frequency of earthquakes has challenged the extensive application of this light-weighted shell.
Thus, the dynamic failure of the single-layer spherical lattice
shell has been considered as an important research subject.
The intensity fracture and stability fracture were extensively
identified by experts as the major dynamic failures of singlelayer spherical lattice shell. Shen et al. [1–3] identified that
dynamic strength failure occurs when the ratio of plastic
bar is greater than 42% and maximum node displacement
exceeds span 1/100 in the K8 single-layer spherical lattice shell
from an overall perspective of integral structure. Du et al.
[4] established a double-control principle based on plasticity
dissipated energy and the ultimate displacement, which
considers the failure of integral structure caused by damage
accumulation and thus could identify the strength fracture
and stability fracture. Nevertheless, Du’s principle could not
go further than providing evaluation of degree of damage.
Zhang and Peil [5] defined the stability concept and proposed
a method identifying the stability of integral structure by
changes in stability, considering the total potential energy of
the rod and the ratio between increment in structural strain

energy and potential energy. Nevertheless, Zhang’s method is
limited to the elasticity problem.
In theory, failure mechanism of single-layer spherical
lattice shell and determining the structure of the ultimate
load are important subject with maximum displacement and
the degree of plastic as a major focus. Despite being highly
valued in engineering application, the effective preestimating
method of the failure of single-layer for the spherical lattice
shell which could be applied to improve structure failureresisting capacity by strengthening vulnerable spots is yet
to be further explored. The authors resort to detecting a
macroscopic quantity as a preestimating failure criterion
which is easy to calculate and also reflects the characteristics
of the overall structural failure. The authors note that there
must be vibration and dramatic changes in kinetic energy
in dynamic failures. According to the findings stated above,
the paper endeavors to propose the dynamic failure criterion
based on the kinetic energy and explores whether there exists
a failure criterion coefficient applicable to identify dynamic
failure and failure moment under strong shock. Moreover, the
paper also sets out to verify the validity of the proposed failure
criterion coefficient by referring to the collapse test data and
the case which stimulates the process of the collapse of singlelayer spherical lattice shells.
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2. The Dynamic Failure Criterion of
Single-Layer Spherical Lattice Shells

Stage C2

where 𝐸𝑘 (𝑡) is kinetic energy of whole structure, [𝑀] is the
mass matrix of structure, {𝑈(𝑡)} is the displacement of matrix,
̇
and {𝑈(𝑡)}
is the first derivative. During any arbitrary periods
[𝑡, 𝑡+Δ𝑡], the increment in the kinetic energy can be expressed
as follows:

𝜙>0
Stage C1

U(t)

In finite element calculation, the kinetic energy equation can
be written as follows:
𝑇
1
(1)
𝐸𝑘 (𝑡) = {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} ,
2

𝜙<0

Stage D
𝜙>0
Δt

Stage A1

𝜙<0

Stage B
𝜙>0

𝜙>0
Stage A2

Stage E
𝜙>0

Δ𝐸𝑘 = 𝐸𝑘 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝐸𝑘 (𝑡)
=

𝑇
1 ̇
{𝑈 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡 + Δ𝑡)}
2

Expression 𝜙 = 0

(2)

𝑇
1
− {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} .
2

Δ𝐸𝑘 is the increment of kinetic energy. The acceleration at any
̈
period can be expressed as 𝑈(𝛽)
as follows:
{𝑈̇ (𝑡 + Δ𝑡)} = {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} + 𝑈̈ (𝛽) Δ𝑡.

(3)

Figure 1: The relationship between displacement and coefficient.

Substituting (5) into (4), we can get
𝑇
Δ𝐸𝑘 = {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} Δ𝑡

̈
{𝑈(𝛽)}
is the second derivative. Substituting (3) into (2), we
can get the following:
Δ𝐸𝑘
=

𝜙=

𝑇
1
− {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)}
2
𝑇
1
= {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)}
2

(4)

𝑇
1
+ {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} Δ𝑡
2

+

𝑇
1 ̈
{𝑈 (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} Δ𝑡2
2

−

𝑇
1 ̇
{𝑈 (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} .
2

The single-layer spherical reticulated shell is a symmetric
structure. The mass matrix of single-layer spherical lattice
shell is symmetric matrices. An equation could be obtained:
[𝑀] = [𝑀]𝑇 , where 𝑝 is a constant in this equation. Then,
anther equation can be written as follows:
𝑇

{𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} = 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑇
𝑇

𝑇
= [{𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)}]
𝑇
= {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)} .

Δ𝐸𝑘
Δ𝑡

𝑇
= {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̇ (𝑡)}

𝑇
1
{{𝑈̇ (𝑡)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)}} Δ𝑡
2

(6)

Because Δ𝑡 > 0, when both sides of (6) divided by the time
variable of Δ𝑡, we can get constant 𝜙:

𝑇
1
{{𝑈̇ (𝑡)} + 𝑈̈ (𝛽) Δ𝑡} [𝑀] {{𝑈̇ (𝑡)} + 𝑈̈ (𝛽) Δ𝑡}
2

+

𝑇
1
+ {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} Δ𝑡2 .
2

(5)

+

(7)

𝑇
1 ̈
{𝑈 (𝛽)} [𝑀] {𝑈̈ (𝛽)} Δ𝑡.
2

To be clear in discussion, several sign conventions could
be stipulated as follows. The upward movement deviating
from balance shaft is considered as positive and downward
movement away from balance shaft as negative. Signs of
node displacement, velocity, and acceleration velocity are in
accordance with the above sign convention. The structure
vibrates along the balance shaft. Vibration of situations could
be vividly demonstrated in trajectory function 𝑈(𝑡) as stages
of A, B, C, D, and E in Figure 1.
At Stage A1, the structure vibrates downward the balance
shaft and the trajectory function 𝑈(𝑡) demonstrates that most
particles moved downward away from the balance shaft. The
speed is larger; the restoring force causes acceleration from
̇ < 0, 𝑈(𝛽)
̈
zero to positive. So 𝑈(𝑡)
> 0, and the coefficient 𝜙
is greater than zero at the multiple consecutive time Δ𝑡.
When the movement was between Stages A1 and A2 and
̇
̈
|𝑈(𝑡)|
= (1/2)|𝑈(𝛽)|Δ𝑡,
the coefficient 𝜙 = 0, which indicates
kinetic energy increment, was zero.
̇
When the movement reaches Stage A2 and 𝑈(𝑡)
< 0,
̈
𝑈(𝛽) > 0, the trajectory function 𝑈(𝑡) demonstrates that
most of the particles moved downwards deviating from
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3. Table Test Verification
3.1. Introduction to Table Test. Combined with the shell
tests conducted by scholars at home and abroad [6–10], the
shaking table experiment adopts the single-layer spherical
lattice shell model. The span is 3 m and there are 4 loops.
The rise-span ratio is 1 : 5 and the stress bars are the steel
pipes whose diameters are Ø10 × 1 mm or Ø8 × 1 mm as
shown in Figure 2. Solid spheres are installed on spherical
joints, with each sphere having a diameter of 200 mm and
weighing 32.4 kg, as shown in Figure 3. Considering the selfvibration characteristics of test model, we used the vertical
harmonic load to enhance vibration. Harmonic load is the
basic component of dynamic load and all kinds of complicated earthquake loads can be divided into combinations

600

3000

̇
̈
the balance shaft. Nevertheless, |𝑈(𝑡)|
< (1/2)|𝑈(𝛽)|Δ𝑡
was
still applicable in this stage and the coefficient 𝜙 is greater than
zero at the multiple consecutive time Δ𝑡.
̇
̈
At Stage B and when 𝑈(𝑡)
> 0, 𝑈(𝛽)
> 0, trajectory
function 𝑈(𝑡) expresses most of the particles deviated from
the balance shaft upward. The acceleration direction is in
accordance with the previous stage, while the velocity direction changed. In other words, 𝜙 was greater than zero at the
multiple consecutive time Δ𝑡.
By such analogy, the changing rule of coefficient 𝜙 in
Stages C and D can be expressed as shown in Figure 1.
At Stage E, the global vibration of the structure begins
continuous downward accelerated movement from zero.
During the process, the accelerated speed direction changed,
̇
̈
𝑈(𝑡)
< 0, and 𝑈(𝛽)
< 0. Moreover, signs of the acceleration
and velocity are in accordance with each other at this stage.
The above discussion expresses that the coefficient 𝜙
contained the movement characteristics of structure. Relative
to the static equilibrium state, the particle trajectory can
be reflected according to the velocity and acceleration of
symbols. The symbols of speed and acceleration determined
the symbols of coefficient 𝜙 at the same time.
It can be noted in Figure 1 from phases D to E that, during
multiple continuous Δ𝑡, 𝜙 > 0, which will cause continuous
increase in speed. It can be also noticed that as both the value
of 𝜙 and the kinetic energy of the structure escalate sharply,
the corresponding structural displacement will continuously
increase. Thus, it is fairly reasonable to identify the structural
failure when the excessive structural displacement eventually
causes the structural kinetic failure. Therefore, the previously
last corresponding moment when 𝜙 = 0 can be recognized as
the structural failure moment, which indicates the structure
entered the failure state.
From what stated above, conclusions could be made that
when the coefficient 𝜙 remains positive during minor continuous multiple time increments and the recorded maximum 𝜙
value (𝜙𝑡=𝑎 ) is much larger than all the previously recorded
𝜙 values, the structural failure occurred. Correspondingly,
during continuous increase of the 𝜙 value till 𝜙𝑡=𝑎 , the failure
moment occurred when the 𝜙 value approaches zero from
negative. Therefore, the coefficient 𝜙 could be considered as a
failure criterion coefficient.

3

3000
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𝜙10

Figure 2: The size of test model.

Figure 3: The real test model.

of harmonic load with different frequencies and amplitudes.
Consequently, harmonic load is adopted in the test.
The test was conducted in the Structural Testing Center
of Beijing University of Technology. In the test, we used two
sets of noncontact displacement acquisition test which are
produced by the company of IMETRUM in England. The
test applied a tracking shot to record the displacement of all
nodes. The process of collapse under the strong earthquake
was shown in Figure 4.
3.2. Test Result Analysis. Particles’ absolute displacement
time history was calculated, with particles’ displacement time
history curve and the displacement input of bearings taken
into consideration. Furthermore, the particle movement
velocity history was obtained based on the derivation of
discrete points and all particles’ kinetic energy history. Then,
the failure criterion coefficient 𝜙 of each moment (Δ𝑡 =
11 ms) was calculated. The above procedures were conducted
to make the program easier. It is observed that when
𝑇 = 63.543 s, the coefficient 𝜙 is less than zero. However,
the failure criterion coefficient values are all greater than
zero at three consecutive moments (63.554 s, 63.566 s, and
63.577 s), which are, respectively, 7.004 × 105 , 1.437 × 106 , and
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Sag

(a) 𝑇 = 51.0 s

(b) 𝑇 = 63.5 s

(c) 𝑇 = 63.8 s

(d) 𝑇 = 64.3 s

(e) 𝑇 = 65.1 s

Figure 4: The earthquake collapse process of test model.
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Figure 6: The center point displacement curve of test model.

Figure 5: The test model discriminant coefficient curve of failure.

2.007 × 106 and demonstrate a trend of increasing order of
magnitude. The maximum 𝜙𝑡=𝑎 = 2.007 × 106 is much greater
than the maximum 4.540 × 104 among all values of 𝜙 by 𝑇 =
63.544 s. According to the criterion, the structure is prone to
failure at this moment. Combining with the two values of 𝜙
of two integral points, the corresponding moment of 𝜙 = 0 is
63.545 s by linear differential method. Thus, it can be decided
that 𝑇 = 63.545 s is structural failure point.
Figure 5 shows the time history curve of the discriminant
coefficient 𝜙 of the test model. It can be seen that coefficient

𝜙 fluctuates near the zero line before 63.554 s but increases
sharply after 63.554 s. It can also be observed from Figure 4(b)
that, at the moment of 63.5 s in the test, an inward concave
appeared in the test model resulting from the deviation of
some joints from the equilibrium position. The sag develops
from the net shell inner ring to the outer ring (Figure 4(c)).
When 𝑇 = 64.3 s, the latticed shell collapsed. It shows that
it is reasonable to identify 𝑇 = 63.545 s as structural failure
moment according to the failure criterion.
Figure 6 presents the center point displacement curve
of test model. It can be observed that the displacement
value of the center point fluctuates around a certain value.
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Figure 7: The shell model of paper [1].

4.1. Model Data. The span of single-layer spherical lattice
shell is 40 m in paper [1]. Rise-span ratio is 1/3. All bar is hotrolled steel pipe of which the ribbed bar section is Ø114 × 3.0,
Ø127 × 3.5, and Ø140 × 4.5 (mm). The bearing hinge pedestal
is assumed, roofing gravity load of 200 kg/m2 . The roofing
gravity load will be concentrated onto the nodes. Rayleigh
damping is used, with its damping factor as 0.02. Finite
element method first establishes unit stiffness matrices by
dividing the bar into several units and then the whole stiffness
matrix. The paper uses finite element software ABAQUS.
The model of Figure 7 introduced UMAT subroutine that,
considering material damage [10], the amplitude of the
harmonic load is 100 gal. The load frequency is 2.6 Hz.
Literature [1] concludes that when the load amplitude is
97 gal, there is neither significant local rigidity nor obvious
displacement in vibration equilibrium position. Only 0.06%
of the whole structure become plastic bars and little vertical
displacement took place. When the load amplitude is 97 gal,
the local destruction becomes obvious and rapidly develops
till the collapse of the whole structure, which could be
regarded as a typical example of stability failure. Literature
[1] also presents the history curve of the whole structure
displacement under different loads in Figure 8. According to
Figure 8, the structure failure moment starts at about 5∼6 s.
4.2. Analysis of Calculation Results. The history curve of
failure coefficient 𝜙 of the structure model was calculated
under 100 Gal seismic amplitude. When 𝑇 = 2.305 s, the
recorded value of coefficient 𝜙 is 1.08 × 107 . The failure
coefficient 𝜙 was, respectively, 1.1 × 109 and −4.48 × 108 at two
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Figure 8: The displacement history curve of shell model.

At about 40 s, there has been significant bar fracture when
the center point displacement time history curve decreased
slightly. Though the center point displacement is 3.6 mm, the
structure can still bear load and has not yet entered the failure
state. At about 63 s, the center point displacement sharply
increased, prone to failure. It is a further test for verifying the
criterion based on the kinetic energy which can accurately
determine the exact time of structure failure.

4. The First Calculation Model
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Figure 9: The history curve of failure coefficient.

other subsequent moments. These values, however, had yet
not met the failure criterion and thus could be ignored.
Fluctuation developed according to the recorded history
curve of coefficient 𝜙. At the time of 𝑇 = 4.67 s, the recorded
value was 9.3 × 107 . Then, the value of the coefficient remained
positive and increased rapidly during 154 consecutive Δ𝑡 ≈
30 ms. For the three different time points (4.72 s, 5.45 s, and
7.06 s), the 𝜙 values were, respectively, 2.32 × 107 , 1.82 × 109 ,
and 2.6 × 1010 , showing a sharply increasing trend. According
to the failure criterion, 4.634 s was defined as the failure
point of the overall structure through calculation by the
linear difference method. As it can be seen from Figure 9, the
structural failure moment has obvious characteristic which
meets the failure criterion.
The failure moment 4.634 s is slightly ahead of the failure
moment identified in literature [1]. This is mainly because this
paper considered the material damage accumulation effect in
the calculation. It also shows that the application coefficient
𝜙 can accurately distinguish the failure time of the structure
in the dynamic stability failure.
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Figure 11: The history curve of coefficient (PGA = 1300 Gal).

5. The Second Calculation Model

5.2. Result Analysis. The calculation result shows that when
𝑇 = 3.68 s, the structure’s coefficient 𝜙 is 1.67 × 109 , which is
comparatively large. When 𝑇 = 3.64 s and 3.75 s, two different
timing points before and after 3.68 s, the corresponding
failure coefficient 𝜙 is, respectively, 1.07 × 108 and −1.82 × 109 .
According to the structure failure criterion, this fluctuation
of coefficient 𝜙 does not result in the structure failure. The
fact that only a few bars become plastic bars together with
the partial sag caused the fluctuation of the failure coefficient
𝜙. Later, during a succession of over 60 Δ𝑡 ≈ 15 ms, the 𝜙
values remain positive values and keeps an increasing trend.
When 𝑇 = 24.64 s, 25.24 s, and 25.77 s, the corresponding
𝜙 values are, respectively, 1.4 × 108 , 4.18 × 109 , and 1.19 ×
1010 . And eventually the obtained maximum coefficient is
1.51 × 1010 , which is much greater than the maximum value
recorded before 𝑇 = 24.64 s. Considering the structure failure
criterion and the method of linear difference, when 𝑇 =
24.61 s, the failure coefficient is zero. Figure 11 demonstrates
the oscillation curve of the failure criterion coefficient, from
which the failure moment could be clearly observed.

×103
2

2

0
Displacement (mm)

5.1. Model Data. Figure 10 [11] demonstrates that a six-ring
Schwedler single-layer spherical lattice shell across 40 meters
span was established, with vector ratio of 1/5, roof gravity
load of 2.5 kN/m2 , and all ground holds hinged. The software
of 3D3S is used for reasonable design and calculation. All
bars are hot-rolled steel pipe, of which the main ribbed bar
section is Ø165 × 5 and the rest of the link rod and diagonal
section are Ø140 × 4. All bars are divided into four units of
equal length and each unit’s cross section is divided into 8
fibers of equal length. Considering geometric nonlinearity,
the material yield point is 235 MPa and the initial elastic
modulus is 2.06 × 105 MPa with Poisson’s ratio as 0.3.
The UMAT subroutine is introduced into the model
structure shown in Figure 10 to analyze seismic response,
taking damage accumulation into account. Three-directional
Northridge wave is input, of which the PGA of 𝑋-direction
is 1300 Gal and the seismic peak values of 𝑌-direction and 𝑍direction are, respectively, 0.85 and 0.65 times of 𝑋’s.
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Figure 12: The displacement history curve of different point.

Figure 12 shows the time history curves of different node
displacement. It can be observed in Figure 12 that moments
when different joint displacement increases sharply are discrete. It is probably inadequate to identify the failure moment
simply based on the displacement of the structure joints
and might further require researchers’ judgment. Especially
when there is partial sag, this inadequate method might result
in the misjudgment and mistakes. Contrastingly, the failure
criterion used in this paper could be considered as adequate
and reasonable.
The above analysis demonstrates that the vibration of the
second calculation model becomes failure when 𝑇 = 24.61 s.
Considering the mentioned criterion of failure moment,
results show that 61.7% of bars in the structure have become
plastic bars. Obviously, the damaged structure could serve
as a typical example of dynamic strength fracture. Thus, a
conclusion could be drawn that the failure criterion proposed
in this paper can accurately identify the failure moment of the
single-layer spherical lattice shells under dynamic strength
fracture.
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6. Conclusion
In this study, the failure identification equation of single-layer
spherical lattice shells is deduced based on kinetic energy. The
dynamic failure criterion is verified by shaking table test data
and two cases. Thus, several conclusions could be drawn as
follows:
(1) The structure failure moment under dynamic loading
can be identified based on the shift of failure criterion
coefficient 𝜙 between positive or negative and its
magnitude.
(2) The dynamic failure criterion based on kinetic energy
is simple, practical, and thus easy to be programmed.
(3) The proposed failure criterion can accurately identify
failure moment of single-layer spherical lattice shells
damaged either by strength fracture or by stability
fracture.
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